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Abstract
On a discrete group G; a length function may implement a spectral triple on the reduced
group C-algebra. Following A. Connes, the Dirac operator of the triple then can induce a
metric on the state space of the reduced group C-algebra. Recent studies by M.A. Rieffel
raise several questions with respect to such a metric on the state space. We propose a
relaxation in the way a length function is used in the construction of a metric, and we then
show that for groups of rapid decay there are many metrics related to a length function which
have all the expected properties. At the end we show that this notion allows a non-
commutative version of the Arzela`–Ascoli theorem.
r 2004 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
In the article [Co1], Connes demonstrates that the geodesic distance on a compact,
spin, Riemannian manifoldM can be expressed in terms of an unbounded Fredholm
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module over the C-algebra CðMÞ: The distance between points p; q in M is
obtained via the Dirac operator D by the formula
dðp; qÞ ¼ supfjaðpÞ  aðqÞj j aACðMÞ; jj½D; a
jjp1g:
Inspired by the compact manifold T; i.e. the unit circle, and the well-known identity
CðZÞ ¼ CðTÞ; it is natural to consider discrete groups with length functions and for
such a pair ðG; cÞ to deﬁne a Dirac operator D on l2ðGÞ by ðDxÞðgÞ ¼ cðgÞxðgÞ: This
setup is discussed in [Co1] and Connes proves that ðl2ðGÞ; DÞ is an unbounded
Fredholm module for Cr ðGÞ if c1ð½0; a
Þ is a ﬁnite set for each aARþ: Still following
[Co1], one can then try to deﬁne a metric on the state space SðCr ðGÞÞ of Cr ðGÞ by
dcðj;cÞ ¼ supfjjðaÞ  cðaÞj j aACr ðGÞ; jj½D; a
jjp1g:
In the ﬁrst place it is not clear that dcðj;cÞoN for all pairs, but if that is the case,
then one could ask if SðCr ðGÞÞ is a bounded set with respect to this metric, and if so
does dc generate the w
-topology on SðCr ðGÞÞ:
Especially Rieffel [Ri1,Ri2,Ri3,Ri4] has studied these questions and some more
general questions concerning the set of all metrics on SðCr ðGÞÞ; where G is a group
with reasonable properties. We were inspired by Rieffels works and tried to answer
some of the questions he raised in the context of free non-Abelian groups. Based on
the techniques introduced by Haagerup in [Haa], we could prove that for the reduced
group C-algebras of such groups the metric is bounded. In the article [OR] by
Ozawa and Rieffel they obtained much better results and even for a larger class of
discrete groups, namely the groups which satisfy the Haagerup property [OR]. As a
consequence we do not include our results concerning free groups in this paper,
which consequently is shorter than the preprint version. Since the title of the preprint
refers to some of the results we have cut out, we have changed the title too.
During the work on the free group case we realized that for discrete groups, which
have the property, named rapid decay, it is quite easy to construct metrics on the
state space of the reduced C-algebra such that these metrics have all the properties
asked for. The concept groups of rapid decay was studied by Jollisaint [Jo] and it will
be deﬁned properly in Section 2. For a discrete group, which is of rapid decay with
respect to some length function c there exists a kAN such that the metric dkc on the
state space S of Cr ðGÞ deﬁned by
dkc ðj;cÞ ¼ supfjjðaÞ  cðaÞj j aACr ðGÞ; jj ½D; ½D;y; ½D; a
y

|ﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ{zﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ}
k
jjp1g:
has all the wanted properties. The proof of this result is on the other hand very easy,
and this may be seen as an indication in favor of this alternative construction of a
metric from a length function. This alternative way of obtaining a metric from higher
derivatives made it clear to us that metric spaces without a smooth structure might be
of interest in the non-commutative world too, so we have tried to look for properties
of non-commutative metric spaces. We suggest a deﬁnition and show that it works
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well with respect to a translation of the classical Arzela`–Ascoli theorem into a non-
commutative language. It turns out that a metric on a compact space, say X ; induces a
compact convex balanced subset, say K; of CðXÞ which separates the points in X : The
Arzela`–Ascoli theorem may then be rephrased using the bipolar theorem, such that for
a subset, say H; of CðX Þ it turns out that H is relatively compact if and only if
H is bounded and 8e40 (NARþ; HDAe þ NKþ CI :
Here Ae denotes the closed ball in A of radius e:
This result emphasizes that the concept of a metric on the state space
SðAÞ generating the w-topology is closely related to compact, convex and state
separating subsets of A: Once you know one such set, then you can decide on the
relative compactness of any other subset of A: This close connection between metrics
on SðAÞ and relatively compact subsets of A is studied in details in the papers
[Ri2,Pav]; from where we have learned it. We would like to thank G. Pisier, M.A.
Rieffel and N. Ozawa for some most helpful comments and for being very open
minded.
2. Non-commutative metric spaces and discrete groups of rapid decay
We will study properties of the C-algebra generated by the left regular
representation l of a discrete group G on l2ðGÞ: We refer to Chapter 6 of [KR]
for the basic properties of this C-algebra, but we will use a slightly different
notation which is inspired by Connes’ presentations in [Co1,Co2]. This means
that for an x in the group algebra CG we will write lðxÞ ¼Pg xðgÞlg for the
convolution operator on l2ðGÞ; and for gAG we let dg denote the natural basis
element in l2ðGÞ: The C-algebra generated by lðCGÞ in Bðl2ðGÞÞ is called
the reduced group C-algebra and denoted Cr ðGÞ: Any element x in this
algebra has a unique representation in l2ðGÞ by x-xde so in a natural way we
have
l1ðGÞDCr ðGÞDl2ðGÞ
and for xAl1ðGÞ
jjxjj2pjjlðxÞjjpjjxjj1:
For a discrete group of rapid decay (RD) one has a kind of inverse to the ﬁrst
inequality and such a type of inequality is very powerful as we shall see. In order to
explain the concept of rapid decay we remind the reader that a length function c on a
group G is a mapping c : G-Rþ,f0g such that
(i) cðeÞ ¼ 0;
(ii) 8g; hAG : cðghÞpcðgÞ þ cðhÞ;
(iii) 8gAG : cðgÞ ¼ cðg1Þ:
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Deﬁnition 2.1. A discrete group G is said to be of rapid decay (RD) with constant C
and eksponent s if there exist a length function c on G and positive reals C; s such that
8xACG : jjlðxÞjjpC
X
gAG
ð1þ cðgÞÞ2sjxðgÞj2
 !1
2
:
In the very innovative paper [Haa], Haagerup proved that the free non-Abelian
groups Fn are of rapid decay with C ¼ 2 and s ¼ 2: Also the free Abelian groups Zk
are of rapid decay and in fact one can get an estimate dominating the norm jjxjj1:
For k ¼ 1 this is obvious since for xACZ
X
nAZ
jxnjp
X
nAZ
ð1þ jnjÞ2jxnj2
 !1
2 X
nAZ
ð1þ jnjÞ2
 !1
2
:
The article [Jo] by Jolissaint contains a lot of results on groups of rapid decay and
among his results he proves that a discrete group is of rapid decay, if it is of
polynomial growth with respect to some set of generators and the corresponding
length function. In Connes’ book [Co2] he presents in Theorem 5, p. 241 a proof of
the fact that the word hyperbolic groups of Gromov all are of rapid decay.
We will return to discrete groups of rapid decay shortly, but ﬁrst we will study
higher commutators by Dirac operators in the general setting of a discrete
group with a length function satisfying a ﬁniteness condition called proper, which
is deﬁned below.
Deﬁnition 2.2. Let G be a discrete group and c : G-Rþ,f0g a length function. If,
for each cARþ; c1ð½0; c
Þ is a ﬁnite set then we say that c is proper.
As mentioned before Connes deﬁnes in [Co1] a metric on a non-commutative C-
algebra via an unbounded Fredholm module. For a discrete group G with a proper
length function c he then constructs an unbounded Fredholm module.
This unbounded Fredholm module, over Cr ðGÞ; where G is a discrete group with a
proper length function, is the Hilbert space l2ðGÞ combined with the Dirac operator
D on l2ðGÞ; which is the selfadjoint unbounded multiplication operator, which
multiplies xAl2ðGÞ by c pointwise.
In [Ri2], Rieffel introduces the concept of an unbounded lower semicontinuous
Lipschitz seminorm L on a C-algebra A: The seminorm is usually not bounded nor
everywhere deﬁned since it is a generalization of the kind of seminorm you would get
on the continuous functions on a manifold by taking the uniform norm on some
derivative of a differentiable function. The term Lipschitz means that the kernel of
the seminorm consists of the scalars and the term lower semicontinuous means that
the set faAA j LðaÞp1g is norm closed. In our context the operator D induces
several lower semicontinuous Lipschitz seminorms whose domains of deﬁnition
always contain the dense subalgebra lðCGÞ of Cr ðGÞ:
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In order to deﬁne these seminorms we ﬁx the setting as above. Let G be a discrete
group with a proper length function c : G-Rþ,f0g such that c1ð0Þ ¼ feg: Let D
denote the corresponding Dirac operator, then for certain elements of Cr ðGÞ we
want to study the higher commutators ½D; ½D;y; ½D; lðaÞ
y

: We will ﬁrst show
that for aACG they are all bounded even though they are not everywhere deﬁned.
We think that the most easy way to get a picture of these commutators is by looking
at operators on H ¼ l2ðGÞ as inﬁnite matrices with respect to the orthonormal basis
fdg : gAGg: In this setup D becomes a closed-positive diagonal operator with
diagonal elements given by Dgg ¼ cðgÞ: Then it is quite easy to see that we can make
a formal commutator between the diagonal matrix ðDggÞ and any inﬁnite matrix
ðaghÞ and we will get
½ðDggÞ; ðaghÞ
st ¼ ðcðsÞ  cðtÞÞast
and for k consecutive commutation operations we will have the matrix
½ðDggÞ; ½;y; ðaghÞ
y
st ¼ ðcðsÞ  cðtÞÞkast:
For the unitaries lg; we will now show that the norm of such a higher commutator is
bounded by the number cðgÞk: So let x ¼P xðgÞdg be in l2ðGÞ then for k consecutive
commutation operations and any fAG we get
½D; ½;y½D; lg
y

xð f Þ ¼ ðcð f Þ  cðg1f ÞÞkxðg1f Þ:
By the triangle inequality for length functions the claim then follows, and we can
conclude that for any k the higher commutator between D and any element aACG is
a bounded operator. We will denote this operator DkðaÞ and deﬁne Dk as a densely
deﬁned unbounded operator from Cr ðGÞ to BðHÞ by
domðDkÞ ¼ faACr ðGÞ : the matrix ððcðsÞ  cðtÞÞkastÞ is boundedg
and for aA domðDkÞ : DkðaÞ is the bounded operator
with matrix ððcðsÞ  cðtÞÞkastÞ:
From the deﬁnition of the operators Dk it follows easily, as we shall see, that they are all
closed. Suppose that for a kAN and a null sequence ðanÞ from domðDkÞ the sequence
ðDkðlðanÞÞÞ converges towards bABðHÞ: Then by the known action of Dk it follows
that the matrix of b will consist entirely of zeros, and the operator Dk is closed.
After this general description of some properties of the operators Dk; we can
describe the seminorms LkD we are going to use by.
Deﬁnition 2.3. For any kAN LkD is deﬁned by: domðLkDÞ ¼ domðDkDÞ and for any a
in this domain LkDðaÞ :¼ jjDkðlðaÞÞjj:
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We may then show, that these seminorms behave nicely.
Proposition 2.4. Let G be a discrete group with a proper length function c such that
c1ð0Þ ¼ feg: Then for any natural number k the seminorm LkD on Cr ðGÞ is Lipschitz
and lower semicontinuous.
Proof. Suppose aAdomðLkDÞ satisﬁes LkDðaÞ ¼ 0: Since the unit vector de is in the
kernel of D we get
0 ¼ LkDðaÞ ¼ jjDkðlðaÞÞjjXjjDkðlðaÞÞdejj ¼
X
gAG
cðgÞkaðgÞdg























:
Hence, for all gae we have aðgÞ ¼ 0 so a ¼ aðeÞI and LkD is a Lipschitz seminorm.
In order to see that it is lower semicontinuous we suppose that ðanÞ is a convergent
sequence from domðLkDÞ with limit, say b in the C-algebra such that for each nAN
we have LkDðanÞp1: When looking at the inﬁnite matrices, it is easy to see that the
formal matrix ððcðsÞ  cðtÞÞkbstÞ has the property that any ﬁnite submatrix is of
norm at most 1. Hence, we see that b is in dom LkD and L
k
DðbÞp1; so the proposition
follows. &
Having this situation, we can deﬁne some possibly unbounded metrics on the state
space of the reduced group C-algebra of G:
Deﬁnition 2.5. Let G be a discrete group with a proper length function c; let k be a
natural number and let S denote the state space of Cr ðGÞ then dkc : S  S-½0;N
 is
deﬁned by
dkc ðj;cÞ ¼ supfjjðaÞ  cðaÞj : aAdomðLkDÞ and LkDðaÞp1g:
Since for any group element g we have LkdðcðgÞklgÞp1 we see that dkc must
separate the points in S: It is not clear if dkc ðj;cÞoN always, but except for that, dkc
behaves exactly as a metric on S so we will allow this slight abuse of language and
call dkc a metric on S:
Before we state and prove our result we want to mention that it follows from
Rieffel’s works and the work of Pavlovic´ that a Lipschitz seminorm L on a unital C-
algebra A is bounded and induces the w-topology on the state space of A if and
only if the set
faAA : LðaÞp1g
has a relatively compact image in the quotient space A=CI ; equipped with the
quotient norm. This result is the basis for our investigations in Section 3, and a proof
of it is included in Lemma 3.1.
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Theorem 2.6. Let G be a discrete group with a proper length function c : G-Rþ,f0g
such that c1ðeÞ ¼ f0g; and G is of rapid decay with respect to c: Then there exists a
k0AN such that for any natural number kXk0 the metric generated by LkD on SðCr ðGÞÞ
is bounded and the topology generated by the metric equals the w-topology.
Proof. We know that LkD is a lower semicontinuous Lipschitz seminorm, so when we
have proven prove that the set
*Kk ¼ faACr ðGÞ : LkDðaÞp1g
has relatively compact image in the quotient spaceA=CI we will actually get that this
set is compact, since the quotient mapping is an open mapping. We will now turn to
the proof of the relative compactness of *Kk=CI : Instead of working in the quotient
space we prefer to work on a representative of the quotient space, namely the cross-
section Kk which is the subset of *Kk consisting of those elements of trace zero.
Kk ¼ faACr ðGÞ : LkDðaÞp1 and ðade; deÞ ¼ 0g:
The assumption of rapid decay implies that there exist two positive reals C; s such
that
8xACG jjlðxÞjjpC
X
g
ð1þ cðgÞÞ2sjlðgÞj2
 !1
2
The number k0 is then deﬁned by k0 ¼ Ismþ 1; and given this we will ﬁx a kAN
such that kXk0: The ﬁrst observation we need has already been used before, namely
that any element aACr ðGÞ can be expressed as an l2 convergent inﬁnite sumP
aðgÞdg and that jjajj2 ¼ jjlðaÞdejj: Having this, and the fact that Dde ¼ 0 we get for
an aAKk that
1XLkDðaÞ ¼ jjDkðlðaÞÞjjXjjDkðlðaÞÞdejj ¼
X
cðgÞkaðgÞdg



 





 


:
In particular, we get for an aAKk thatX
cðgÞ2kjaðgÞj2p1:
The properness condition on cðgÞ implies that there are only ﬁnitely many group
elements of length less than any natural number n: Hence, in order to prove that Kk
is relatively compact it is sufﬁcient to show that for any positive real e there exists a
real number tX1 such that for any aAKk
X
cðgÞXt
aðgÞlg




























Cr ðGÞ
pe
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but this is on the other hand easily obtainable from the inequality at the top of the
proof. In fact let tAR; tX1; then for gAG with cðgÞXtX1 we get
ð1þ cðgÞÞ2sp22scðgÞ2sp22stð2s2kÞcðgÞ2k:
Since 2s  2ko0 there exists a tARþ; tX1 such that 22stð2s2kÞp e2C2: For this t we then
obtain
X
cðgÞXt
aðgÞlg




























2
Cr ðGÞ
pC2
X
cðgÞXt
ð1þ cðgÞÞ2sjaðgÞj2pC2 e
2
C2
LkDðaÞ2pe2
Hence Kk is relatively compact in A; and the theorem follows. &
3. A non-commutative Arzela`–Ascoli theorem
Given the common use of language which says: a non-commutative compact
topological space is a unital C-algebra, it seems natural to propose a deﬁnition
of a metric on this non-commutative space in terms of an object which is
related directly to the algebra. If there is an obvious smooth structure in terms of a
spectral triple, this object should be preferred since it contains much more
information, but for a general non-commutative, unital and separable C-algebra
A without any particularities, it seems that any norm compact balanced and
convex subset of A which separates the states on A contains all the information
needed.
Deﬁnition 3.1. Let A be a unital C-algebra. A subset K of A is called a metric set if
it is norm compact, balanced, convex and separates the states on A:
This point of view is nearly the same as the one Rieffel has in mind [Ri2] in his
studies of Lipshitz seminorms. The two concepts are connected in the following way.
Given a metric set, say K; then the Minkowski functional associated to the closed
convex set Kþ CI is a lower semicontinuous Lipschitz seminorm. The reason why
we propose to look at such a set as a non-commutative metric is partly due to our
reading of the works by Rieffel and Pavlovic´, but also partly due to the translation of
the classical Arzela`–Ascoli theorem into the non-commutative language which we
present below.
Following the ideas of Rieffel [Ri1] we deduce the following result which justiﬁes
the deﬁnition of a metric set.
Proposition 3.2. Let A be a unital C-algebra, S the state space of A and K a norm
compact subset of A which separates the points in the state space. Then for states j;c
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on A the formula
dKðj;cÞ :¼ sup
kAK
jðj cÞðkÞj
defines a metric on the state space S which generates the w-topology.
Proof. The separation property and the compactness assumption show that dK is a
bounded metric on S:
The norm compactness of K and the boundedness of S further implies that the
topology induced by dK is a Hausdorff topology weaker than the compact w-
topology on S:
A well-known theorem from topology then tells that the two topologies do agree,
and the proposition follows. &
In the proposition, just proven, the set K is just a norm compact set which
separates the states, whereas a metric set has to be convex and balanced too. The
reason why we have made this choice in the deﬁnition stems from the fact that the
metric we obtained from K is the same as the one we would have obtained if K was
replaced by it’s closed balanced convex hull.
With this deﬁnition at hand one can easily construct metric sets for separable
unital C-algebras and for instance for a countable group G ¼ fgn j nANg a metric
set in Cr ðGÞ could be given by the following expression where conv means the closed
convex hull.
K :¼ conv
[N
n¼1
falgn þ blgn : a; bAC and jaj þ jbjp1=ng
 !
:
The classical Arzela`–Ascoli theorem gives a characterization of relatively compact
subsets of CðXÞ for a compact topological space X : If X is equipped with a metric r
generating the topology on X one can construct a convex subset *K of CðX Þ by
*K ¼ f fACðXÞ : 8x; yAX j f ðxÞ  f ðyÞjprðx; yÞg
This set is unbounded since any constant function belongs to *K: If one normalizes
the set by considering the subset consisting of those elements which all vanish at a
certain point x0 then the Arzela`–Ascoli theorem immediately shows that the set, say
K; given by
K ¼ f fACðX Þ : 8x; yAX j f ðxÞ  f ðyÞjprðx; yÞ and f ðx0Þ ¼ 0g
will be a compact balanced convex subset of CðX Þ: To see that K also separates the
states on CðXÞ is a bit complicated, so we will show that K separates the points in X
ﬁrst and then give an indication of how a general separation result for states might
be. Suppose y; z are points in X then the function f given by f ðxÞ ¼ rðx; zÞ  rðx0; zÞ
is in K and it follows that rðy; zÞ ¼ f ðyÞ  f ðzÞ; so it is possible to recover r from K
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by the usual formula. By the Monge–Kantorovich construction as described for
instance in [Ri2], K induces also a metric, say *r; on the Borel probability measures,
i.e. the states on CðX Þ; such that *r is an extension of the given metric r on X : In
particular we see that K separates the states on CðXÞ:
A way to look at the Arzela`–Ascoli theorem is to see that the well-known
equicontinuity condition on a subset H of CðX Þ is just a way of comparing H to a
multiple of the bipolar of K: What we do in the following lines is just to transfer this
measuring process to the non-commutative case, and in the meantime the not so
precise statements just above will, hopefully, be understandable. The methods we use
are elementary functional analytic duality results. So we have wondered if this sort of
result is valid in a much wider generality like operator spaces [ER,Ke]. It seems that
the validity of a generalization of Lemma 3.3 to this new setting is the crucial thing.
Before we start we want to introduce some more notation. We will be considering the
self-adjoint part of a unital C-algebra which is denoted Ah and we want to think of
the elements in A as afﬁne complex w-continuous functions on the state space S of
A; so we will letAðSÞ denote the space of w-continuous afﬁne complex functions on
S and for an element aAA; ba will denote the corresponding afﬁne function in AðSÞ:
This representation of A is called Kadison’s functional representation of A: It is well
known that the functional representation is isometric on Ah; but for a general
element aAA we only have the estimates
jjajjXsupjbaðjÞj ¼ jjbajjX 12 jjajj:
This shows that a subset H of A is bounded if and only if the subset bH of AðSÞ is
bounded. The term balanced is used with respect to the ﬁeld of complex numbers
unless we explicitely look at subsets consisting of self adjoint operators, only. This
means that a subset H of A is balanced if for any complex number m such that jmjp1
we have mHDH: We remind the reader that a subscript attached to a Banach space
like Ye means that we consider the closed ball of radius e in Y and an asterix attached
to Y like Y  means the dual space. For a pair of Banach spaces like A and A we will
use the duality result known under the name of the bipolar theorem. Here, the polar
of a set HDA is denoted H and deﬁned by
H ¼ fgAA j 8hAH j gðhÞjp1g
The bipolar theorem with respect to this polar, then states that the bipolar H33;
which now is a subset of A; is the smallest balanced, convex and norm closed set in A
which contains H:
We can now start the presentation of the generalization of the Arzela`–Ascoli
theorem and our ﬁrst lemma is closely connected to the very fundamental structure
in C-algebra theory, that a continuous real linear functional can be decomposed in
a unique way into a difference of two-positive functionals, such that a certain norm
identity holds.
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Lemma 3.3. Let A be a unital C-algebra and S the state space of A; then
S  S ¼ ðAhÞ2-fCIg>:
Proof. The inclusion ‘‘D’’ is obvious. To prove the remaining inclusion ‘‘+’’ let us take
an arbitrary element f in ðAhÞ2-fCIg>: It is well known that for f in ðAhÞ2 we can ﬁnd
two positive linear functionals f þ and f  such that f ¼ f þ  f  and jj f jj ¼ jj f þjj þ
jj f jj: If f ¼ 0 we can write f as a difference g  g where g is any state on the unital
algebra A: If fa0 the condition f ðIÞ ¼ 0 implies that 0ajj f þjj ¼ jj f jj ¼ 1
2
jj f jjp1:
Based on f þ we can then deﬁne a positive functional g of norm jjgjj ¼ 1 jj f þjj by
g ¼ ð1 jj f
þjjÞ
jj f þjj f
þ:
By construction it follows that f þ þ g and f  þ g are both states and from the equality
f ¼ ð f þ þ gÞ  ð f  þ gÞ
we can conclude that fAS  S; and the lemma follows. &
We can now state and prove the result of this section.
Theorem 3.4. Let A be a unital C-algebra and K a metric subset of A: For any subset
H of A the following conditions are equivalent:
(i) The set H is norm relatively compact.
(ii) The set of affine functions fbhAAðSÞ j hAHg is bounded and equicontinuous with
respect to the w-topology on S:
(iii) The set H is bounded and for every e40 there exists a real N40 such that
HDAe þ NKþ CI :
Proof. The equivalence between (i) and (ii) follows from the classical Arzela`–Ascoli
theorem and the fact mentioned above that H is bounded if and only if bH is
bounded. To prove the equivalence between (ii) and (iii) we start with ðiiiÞ ) ðiiÞ:
From the boundedness of H it follows that the set fbh j hAHg is bounded. To prove
the equicontinuity of this set let us ﬁx an e40 and ﬁnd a positive real N which fulﬁlls
the condition (iii) with respect to e
4
: Moreover, let j and c be two states such that
dKðj;cÞo e
2N
:
then we will show that for any hAH; jbhðjÞ  bhðcÞjre: Let now h be an arbitrary
element in H; then by (iii) we can ﬁnd an element aAA1; an element kAK and a
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complex number m such that
h ¼ e
4
a þ Nk þ m1:
then we obtain
jbhðjÞ  bhðcÞj ¼ jðj cÞðhÞj ð3:1Þ
p ðj cÞ e
4
a
 


 


þ jðj cÞðNkÞj ð3:2Þ
pe
2
þ NdKðj;cÞ ð3:3Þ
oe: ð3:4Þ
and the equicontinuity of bH has been established.
In order to prove the last implication ðiiÞ ) ðiiiÞ we again ﬁrst mention that H is
bounded. Let then e40 be given and ﬁnd, via the equicontinuity assumption on bH; a
d40 such that
8hAH8j;cAS : dKðj;cÞpd) jðj cÞðhÞj ¼ jbhðjÞ  bhðcÞjpe:
We will now use the bipolar theorem and remark that the expression dKðj;cÞpd
exactly means that j cAdðKÞ: It is clear that j cAS  S and an application of
Lemma 3.3 then shows that the implication above can just as well be expressed as
8hAH8gAðAhÞ2-fCIg>-dðKÞ : jgðhÞjpe:
This statement is not sufﬁcient for our computations because it involves the space Ah
rather that just A: Since a functional on A vanishes on the identity I if and only
both it’s hermitian and it’s skew hermitian part vanish on I ; we can change from Ah
to A at the compensation of a factor of 2, so we have
8hAH8gAA2-fCIg>-dðKÞ : jgðhÞjp2e:
Since all the sets involved now are convex and balanced the bipolar theorem can be
applied very easily. Moreover, K is norm compact so any set of the form Ae þ CI þ
NK is norm closed balanced and convex. The relation we just established gives
immediately the ﬁrst inclusion below and the rest follows by some well-known ‘‘polar
techniques’’ and an application of the bipolar theorem.
HD2eðA2-fCIg>-dðKÞÞ ð3:5Þ
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¼ 2e A1
2
,CI,1
d
K
 33
ð3:6Þ
¼ 2econv A1
2
,CI,1
d
K
 
ð3:7Þ
D2e A1
2
þ CI þ 1
d
K
 
: ð3:8Þ
In conclusion for the given e we found the number N ¼ J2edn such that
HDAe þ CI þ NK
which proves the desired implication. &
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